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Consultation Manager (CM) is commonly regarded as an industry leading SaaS software provider for 

capturing and reporting on stakeholder and community engagement data.  With clients spanning both the 

public and private sectors, CM is used for various functions including Key Stakeholder Engagement, 

Community Engagement, Government Relations, Media Relations, Investor Relations, Public Relations, 

Change Management, and Issue Management. 

CM enables you to: 

1. Record all the interactions between your team and your stakeholders, no matter how those 

interactions take place. 

2. Flag any issues raised in these interactions and report on them. 

3. Ensure that any issues raised are followed up and alleviated to your satisfaction. 

Each system has a tailored framework to suit your organisation’s needs and reporting outputs. This is 

configured by system administrators and can be adapted as project needs change. Our new version offers 

even more flexibility with the types of information you can capture. 

 

This User Guide is designed to provide general guidance on using stakeholder relationship management 

software, Consultation Manager, at an Enterprise Administrator level.  This guide is best read in 

conjunction with our General User Guide for a comprehensive view of all aspects of the system. 

More information on specific areas of CM is available on our Knowledgebase listed under ‘Self Help’ below. 

CM has a dedicated support team to assist with any product questions or concerns. They can be 

contacted between 8:30am-5pm AEST Monday – Friday, on a variety of channels.  

 Email:  support@consultationmanager.com 

 Live Chat:  http://consultationmanager.com/ 

 Phone:  1300 850 058 

 Self Help:  http://vnsupport.consultationmanager.com.au/support/home 

 

mailto:support@consultationmanager.com
http://consultationmanager.com/
http://vnsupport.consultationmanager.com.au/support/home
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Enterprise Administrators (EAs) hold full system administrative rights and can create, modify, remove, and 

manage most aspects of the system. 

This includes but is not limited to project creation, segregation and framework allocation of stakeholder 

groups, stakeholder distribution lists, property groups, property distribution lists, event types, issues, and 

document folders. 

In addition, EAs are responsible for creating new Users in the system and issuing credentials.  

Important Note: Any requests to alter the system must be authorised by the registered contact for 

your organisation.  

Users are granted pre-defined permission roles according to the tasks they need to perform in the 

system. All Users will need to have a user capability, as well as at least one team permission to access data 

in the system.  

User capability is system wide and allocated once, based on features a User can utilise in the platform.  

 

User Capability Enterprise 

Administrator 

Standard User 

Whole system visibility   
Create new Projects   

Bulk Import Data   
Batch Update Data   

Manage Projects   
Manage Users   

Manage Classifications   
Report Creation   

Report Generation   
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Enterprise Administrators are Users who have very few limitations in the system, and have the capability 

to see all data within the system. We recommend only a handful of Users have this type of role within 

each system.  
 

Standard Users can log in to the system, and access basic capabilities, such as reporting, searching etc. 

Team permissions determine what Users can do with data in Projects, such as create, modify, delete etc.   

Teams are designed to be a quick and easy way to assign multiple Users to a Project (or Projects) at once. 

Users are assigned to a Team, and Teams are assigned to Projects.  

Team Permissions Team 

Leader 

Editor Contributor Viewer 

Manage Team/Projects     
Bulk Import Data     

Batch Update Data     
Restore     

Delete     
Relate     

Unrelate     
Modify     
Create     

View     

 

Team Leaders are the highest level of access to the data within the Team. They can manage their overall 

team and manage bulk amounts of data at once.  

Data Editor is the most common access level. This allows Users to view, create, and modify any record 

they have access to.  

Data Contributors can view and create data. They can modify records they have made themselves, but not 

data created by other Users. This is useful if they need to see data but shouldn't be able to alter it at all.  

Data Viewers are only allowed to view records within the Projects they have access to. They cannot create 

or modify any records at all. 
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This structure can work in many ways, depending on your organisation’s needs. For example, you can 

have a Team per Project, and simply assign a User to the Project by assigning them to the corresponding 

Team with one of the permissions above.  

Alternatively, Teams can be assigned to multiple Projects. For example, if you had an Engagement team, 

and recently created a new Project they needed access to, you would add the Engagement team to the 

new Project. This would give all Users in that Team the same access on the new Project as they had on 

other Projects the Team has access to.  

You can see what level of access you personally have on Teams and Projects quickly and easily by looking 

at your profile.  

 

 

1. Team Name: This is the name of the team.  

2. Role: This is the type of permission you have on the Projects allocated to the Team.  

3. Projects: These are all the Projects related to the Team. If you have a Role in that Team, you will 

have access to and be able to work on these Projects. You will notice that the ‘All Projects’ Team 

and ‘Community Event’ Team have some of the same Projects assigned to them.  

Hint: If you have two different Team Roles on a Project, your Team Role will default to the highest access 

level.   

To create a new Team, click the green ‘New’ button at the top right-hand side of the screen, and select 

‘Team’.  

This will open a new panel in the Workspace, where you can enter the Team’s name and description, and 

select the Projects the Team should have access to.  

Clicking ‘Save’ will create the new Team and open the new Team’s profile.  

You can see existing Users and their access on the right-hand side of the Team Profile. 
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You can add other Users to a Team by clicking the + button on the User panel. 

 

 

This will take you to the Add/Assign/Unassign area for Users. 
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You can add multiple Users to the Team by ticking the boxes next to their details (1) and clicking ‘Assign 

Selected’ or add individuals by clicking the link icon next to their details (2). 

A pop-up window will appear asking what level of access to give those Users. Simply select the appropriate 

User role and click ‘Save’. 

 

 

Alternatively, you can add Users to a Team via the User’s profile. On the right-hand side of the User’s 

profile, there is a tab to manage what Teams they are on, what level of access they have, and what 

Projects the Team gives them access to. 
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Any Teams below the line with ‘Please Select’ in the Role drop down field mean that User does not 

currently have access to the Team.  

To change their Role on a Project, simply change the drop-down menu to show the Role they need and 

click ‘Save’ in the top right-hand corner.  

 

Note: If a User has 2 different Roles on 2 different Teams, but the Teams have the same Project on it, the 

system will default to give the User the highest access.   

Users who are already assigned to the Team can also have their Roles altered from the Team’s profile.  

On the right side of the Team’s profile will show all Users in the Team, and what their Role is.  

Double clicking on the ‘User Stereotype’ will open a drop-down menu which will allow you to change their 

access level or remove them from the Team altogether.  
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Once you’ve selected a different role, and clicked outside of the box, it will be bolded, and a save icon will 

appear.  

 

 

Click the save icon to apply the changes. The next time that User logs in, their new Role will be applied.  

Our ‘Batch Security’ function, found in the ‘Tools’ area of CM, allows EAs to add multiple Users to Teams 

Simultaneously.  
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Clicking on ‘Batch Security’ in the Tools area will open the Batch Security Wizard. Click ‘Next’ to continue. 

You will now be able to search for a group of Users. Common examples are searches by role, department, 

or organisation. The search grid below will show you all the Users which are captured by the search term 

you have activated. All Users in the search grid will be the Users assigned to the Team/s. Once you have 

your Users you want to add to a Team, click ‘Next’.  

 

The next screen will allow you to search for the Teams these Users are to be assigned to. Common 

searches are by name to find a specific Team or using the description. All the Teams shown in the search 

grid will be the Teams the Users are assigned to. Click ‘Next’ once only the applicable Teams are shown in 

the Search grid.  

 

The Wizard will now allow you to choose what level of access to give the previously specified Users to the 

Team/s. 
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Once you have selected the applicable access, click ‘Next’.  

Clicking ‘Finish’ on the next page will apply the changes which may take a few moments to complete. 

 

The changes to those Users will be applicable the next time they log into the system. 
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To remove a User’s access to the system, you can use the ‘remove access’ feature located on the User 

profile (1).  

  

This will alter all the User’s Project Roles (2) to ‘Please Select’ which has no data access permissions. It will 

also remove any of their System Roles (3) so nothing will be selected which means they can no longer log 

in.  

Hint: It is common for organisations to indicate on a User’s profile their access has been revoked. A 

common example is putting zz in front of their Last Name so they are last to come up in Search results.   

 

To remove a User’s access to Teams or Projects, but maintain system access for other Teams or Projects, 

you can simply change the User’s role on the relevant Team/s to ‘No Membership’ (1) and click Save (2). 
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This will remove the User’s access to any Project on that Team, so the next time they log in, they will no 

longer be able to see data on those Projects unless they have an active membership on another Team 

with that Project. 
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EAs are the only Users who can create a new Project in the system, however both EAs and Team Leaders 

on those Projects are able to alter the Project record.  

Any User can search for a Project they have access to, and open that Project’s record in the Workspace to 

view the information.  

 

Creating a new Project in CM4 is as easy as creating a new Stakeholder. Click on the ‘New’ button at the 

top right-hand side of the screen and select Project from the menu. 

 

Similar to any other record, simply fill out all the relevant details, and click ‘Save’ in the top right-hand 

corner.  

Important Note: Don’t forget to add a Team to your Project, otherwise no-one will be able to access it! 
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When a Classification is created, it can be used by any Project in the system when creating a new record. 

This allows for quick and easy access to new Classifications across the entire system, and minimal admin 

when creating a new Project. 

If there is a need to have a Classification only on specific Projects, simply click on the Classifications tab on 

the Project’s profile.  

 

This tab will show all Classifications available in the system. By default, they will all be unticked. If a 

classification is unticked across all Projects, it makes that classification global, meaning they can be 

accessed and used by all Projects. Ticking a Classification will restrict that Classification to that Project so 

other Projects without it ticked will not be able to select it when entering data.  

Any Classifications that are restricted to a Project will only become available for selection when the User 

entering the new record has selected the Project it should be linked to. So when a User selects a Project 

to add their new record to, the system should show any global Classification, as well as any that have been 

selected on that Project. 

Note: A Classification can be selected on multiple Projects. 

 

To give Users access to your new Project, you need to add the Team to the Project. This will allow any User 

on that Team to access the Project with the permission level they’ve been assigned to that Team.  

You can do this from either the Project record, or the Teams record.  
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From the Project record, simply click the + button in the Project Teams tab to add an already existing team 

to the Project.  

 

This works the same way as adding an existing Stakeholder to an Action. Simply find the relevant Team 

and click the link button to add it to the Project. 

 

 

 

From the Team record, you can control the Projects the team has access to via the Project list at the top of 

the record. Simply expand the Project list on the team, select your new Project from the list, and click 

‘Save’. The next time Users on that Team log in, they’ll be able to select the new Project from their Project 

Tree to work in. 
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The Team record will also show you who has access to that Team, and at what level of access.  
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The Management section in CM4 is where you can control the administrative side of your system and alter 

areas such as entity fields, classification groups and manage other various platform settings. 

You can open it by clicking on the cog icon in the top right-hand corner of the screen. 

 

Currently, creating and altering most components in the Entities and Relationships area of your CM4 

system are managed by the Customer Success team due to the technical nature of creating these 

components.  

For further information, or to request a new Entity or Relationship to be created with your system’s key 

contact’s approval, please contact your Customer Success Manager, or our Customer Success team at 

customersuccess@consultationmanager.com.  

Whilst EAs cannot create new Entities or Relationships or the fields available on them, EAs can reorder the 

fields on their Entities within the Entities tab.  

Simply select the Entities tab, and then the Entity type you wish to reorder.  

 

This will then open a list of all fields available on the Entity you’ve selected. At the top, there will be a 

‘reorder’ function, which will open another panel where you can reorder your fields. 

mailto:customersuccess@consultationmanager.com
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Simply click on the field you want to move, and drag it to where you’d like it to appear.  

Please note, if the mouse has a circular symbol with a line through it when you ‘drop’ it, it will not work.  
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Classifications are a type of field and are used to group your data together. The options within each 

Classification are controlled by EAs, however there are a few which come with your CM4 system by default, 

and some others which need to be kept in the system to maintain optimum functionality.  

There are several default classifications that come with your CM system. These are:  

• Stakeholder Group: A way of segmenting specific types of Stakeholders. Common examples are 

Government, or Community.  

• Stakeholder List: These lists work similarly to Stakeholder Groups but are specifically to represent 

different ways your Stakeholders would like you to interact with them. Common lists are Project 

Updates or e-newsletter lists.  

• Property Group: A way of segmenting specific types of Properties, or within certain boundaries. 

Common Property Group examples are Residential, or Project adjacent.  

• Property List: Similar to Property Groups, Property Lists are a way to represent the ways, or types 

of interactions certain Properties would like to have with you. Common Property list examples are 

Project Updates, or Letterbox drops.  

• Event Type: The method of communication between your team, and Stakeholders or Properties. 

Common Event types are meetings, email, or phone call.  

• Issue Type: Issues are not necessarily problems, but rather the topics brought up in the 

interactions your team is having with Stakeholders. These may vary from Project to Project and 

depend on your industry. For example, if you are in infrastructure then common issues would be 

dust, noise, or access. 

• Action Status: This is a read-only field on Actions which indicates if an Action has been completed 

or is still outstanding.  

• Document Folder: Document folders act very similarly to document folders on your computer. 

They are a way to organise and categorise any documents that are uploaded into your system so 

they can easily be found. 

• Project Group: Projects groups are an excellent way to group your Projects together. Think of them 

as a type of folder to categorise your Projects, for example, by location or by type of Project. 

• Privacy: This is on the Stakeholder record and indicates if the Stakeholder is or is not open to 

receiving all communication, does not want to receive SMS’ or does not want to receive Emails.   

There are some classifications which are essential for certain features of the system to function. If these 

classifications are deleted, it will result in these features not working optimally, or at all. When managing 

Classifications on Projects, we highly recommend keeping these global.  

Event Type: Uncategorised Mail 

This specific Event Type is fundamental to our Inbound Email feature as all emails sent into your CM4 

system default to this Event Type.  
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Event Type: Campaign Email 

This specific Event Type is fundamental to our Comms: Email feature. All Events created from emails sent 

using this feature will automatically have this Event Type populated.  

Event Type: SMS 

This specific Event Type is fundamental to our Comms: SMS feature. All Events created from SMS’ sent 

using this feature will automatically have this Event Type populated. 

Action Status 

This classification is read only, and necessary to indicate if an Action is completed or outstanding. Reports 

and searches rely on this field to remain intact.    

Privacy 

This classification is necessary to indicate if a Stakeholder would or would not like to receive 

communication from you. This is an integral element of our Comms tool for anti-spam purposes.  

During your initial frame-working sessions with your Customer Success Manager, you will work through 

which Classification Types you need in the system. It is common however, to need to add new selections 

within those Classification Types as a Project progresses. 

To create a new Classification selection, choose the Classification Type you would like to add to.  
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This will open another panel with a complete list of all existing Classification options within the 

Classification Type.  

You can choose to create the new Classification option under another ‘Parent’ or for it to sit by itself.  

 

1. This ‘New’ button will create a new Classification option which sits by itself in the list.  

2. This ‘New’ button will create a new Classification option which will be grouped under the existing 

Selection which is highlighted.  

 

Hint: If you accidentally create a new Classification or Classification Group in the wrong group, you 

can change its grouping using the Reassign Classifications feature. 

Clicking the ‘New’ button will open a new panel for your to input the new Classification option’s details. 
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1. The previous panel will show what your new selection will be created under. In the above example, 

the new Classification will be grouped under ‘Environment’. 

2. The Name is what your new Classification option is called and will be referred to in the system.  

3. Description is a brief overview of what the selection is.  

4. Clicking ‘Save’ will create the new Classification option. 

 

Hint: A Classification option which has others grouped under it is called a ‘Parent’ and those 

grouped under it is referred to as a ‘Child’. 

Any new Classification or Classification group will appear in the graph section of search, as well as in 

reports.  

 

Please note that EAs can create new Classification Types, (for example, a new category for Stakeholders) 

however they will not automatically appear on an Entity. To request a new Classification Type to be added 

to an existing Entity, please contact your Customer Success Manager, or our Customer Success team at 

customersuccess@consultationmanager.com.  

The classification reassignment tool is useful when adjusting and maintaining the framework of your 

system.  

You can regroup your Classifications to put them under different Parent groups if they are the same type 

of classification. For example, moving an Issue to be grouped under another Issue heading.  

Choose the Classification you need to move under another Classification. In the example below, there the 

eNews – Copy Classification will be grouped under the eNews Classification.  

  

mailto:customersuccess@consultationmanager.com
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Select the Classification the original Classification is to be moved under.  

 

Double check the Details are correct and click ‘Reassign’.  
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The structure of your Classifications will now appear as directed.  
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Importing is a way for EAs or Team Leaders to upload bulk amounts of data into the system at once.  

To start an import, open the ‘Tools’ section, select ‘Import’ and click ‘New’.  

 

This will open the importer wizard where you can select the types of records you want to import.  

 

1. Project selector: Select the Project your imported data will be linked to.   

2. Primary Entity: The main type of data you want to import. 

3. Relationship: You can choose to relate the data you’re importing to other data. Please see the 

relationship operations section for more information. 
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Once you’ve made selections in each of these drop-down menus, a file selector will appear where you can 

click to choose a .csv file with your data from your computer to import.  

 

Note: You are not required to use a specific template when importing, the importer works by allowing to 

assign your fields to each column. The only files the system will accept are .csv, or .txt files.   

This will ‘parse’ the data in the spreadsheet to the right-hand side of the screen where you can map the 

columns to the fields on the entity you’re importing. At the top of each column will be a drop-down 

selector with all the fields you can select to import the data into.  

 

If there is a column in your .csv you do not wish to import, simply leave the selection as ‘Do Not include’.  

Note: The top row of your .csv will not be included in the import as it’s commonly a ‘header’ row. 

 

Once you have mapped your columns to the corresponding fields, click ‘Save & Execute’ to run your 

import.  
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Once your import has been completed, it will let you know how many rows have successfully been 

imported.  

 

Note: If you’re importing a large amount of data, you can navigate away from the importer page, and it 

will continue to run as you perform other tasks. You will get an email when the import has successfully 

finished. 

CM’s importer can allow relationships to be made simultaneously when importing your main records. 

 

1. None: This will not create any relationships and will simply create the primary records as selected 

above. This is what you will need to select when importing data that shouldn’t be linked to other 

data. 

2. Create: Selecting Create will open another drop-down menu underneath where you can choose 

the relationship you’d like to create. The most common is Stakeholder Event, which will create 

Stakeholders and Events based on the data in your .csv file.  
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This selection will make a Stakeholder and an Event per row. An example of a .csv for this import 

would look like the below where you have Stakeholder details (1) and Event details (2). 

 
3. Create and relate to (single entity select): This will create the primary records, and link all of them 

to a single record already existing in the system. Selecting this option will open 2 other drop-down 

menus underneath where you can choose the information on the existing record you want to link 

it to. A common example for this selection is importing multiple Events and linking them to a 

specific Stakeholder. An example of the Importer selections for this import would look like this:  

 
The selections available in the fields to search on depend on the relationship to import selection. 

For the best results, select and search on ID. The above image will import Events and link them to 

Stakeholder with the ID of 5124.  
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4. Create and relate to (multiple entities using CSV): Selecting this option will allow you to create 

records and link them to multiple records already existing in the system. This option will open 

another drop-down menu underneath to select the relationship to import. A common example is if 

you have multiple Events with different Stakeholders you need to import. You can choose any field 

on the Stakeholder to link it to, but commonly emails are used. An example of a .csv for this type of 

import would look like the below, where you have the main record details (1), with a single column 

to link existing records (2). 

 
 

If you’ve selected options 3 or 4, when mapping your .csv columns, you will also have the field selections 

available for your secondary Entity so you can map them the same as your primary entity.  

 

Our import tool also allows you to link data to multiple Classification groups (Stakeholder Groups or 

Issues) at the same time.  

The format of the Classification Groups does need to be very specific to work correctly. It is Parent:Child 

with a ; between them. For example, to import into the two Stakeholder Groups selected:  
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The format would be: Business Owner;Government:Federal 

If you’d like our Support team to have a look at a spreadsheet that needs to be imported for feedback, 

we’d be happy to have a look for you. Send the spreadsheet through to 

support@consultationmanager.com. 

 The Classification Groups need to be spelt precisely as they appear in the system. 

 The Classification Groups must already exist in the system. 

 There must be no spaces surrounding ; or :  

 The first row of the spreadsheet will always be ignored - this is because it’s usually the title row, 

indicating the data in the column. 

 To use the import tool, you must be a Team Leader in your team, or an Enterprise Administrator of 

the system. General users cannot bulk import data. 
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The Batch Operations Tool allows you to update your data in bulk. 

If you wish to make the same change to a group of Records, such as updating a free text field, date field, 

classification field or Project relationship, you can use the Batch Operations Tool. 

To start a batch operation, open the ‘Tools’ (1) section, select ‘Batch Operations’ (2) and click ‘New’ (3).  

 
 

Once in the Batch operations tool will open to show a menu for the operations you can perform (1), and a 

search grid (2). 

 
The search grid works the same way as the main search area in the system, where you can search for and 

narrow down your selection of results using an array of search terms.  

 

All search results active in the grid, will be updated by the Batch Operations tool. You can check how many 

records will be affected by referring to the total results:  
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Alternatively, you can select specific records from your results, by checking the boxes next to the records 

you’d like to update.  

 
 

Once you’ve got your records selected, you’d like to modify, select the operation you’d like to perform on 

the left-hand side. The drop-down menu directly correlates to the field below it.  

 

The Operations you can perform are: 

1. Modify: Allows you to change details in fields on existing records. (see below for more details on 

specific modification options) 

2. Relate to Projects: Allows you to bulk relate data to Projects.  

3. Unrelate from Projects: Allows you to bulk unrelate data from Projects. Please keep in mind, for 

this option, if the records are private, they must have a link to another Project, otherwise they may 

be ‘orphaned’ – meaning they will no longer be able to be accessed by any User of the system.  

 

Depending on the field (eg. Short text field vs. Classifications) you’re modifying, you will have different 

options.  
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1. No Change: This is the default option and will not make any changes to that field.  

2. Update Value: This option will override anything already existing in that field with the new 

information you enter.  

3. Find and Replace: This opens a new field where you can enter information to find and replace.  

  
The above screenshot shows the selection to find any Stakeholder with ‘Jon’ in the first name and 

update it to ‘John’. 

4. Amend: When modifying classification groups, choose this option to add selections to existing 

classification groups on those records. 

5. Remove from Collection: When modifying classification groups, choose this option to remove your 

classification group selections from those records.  

 

After checking the records to modify (1) and selecting which field to modify (2) click ‘Execute’ (3) to begin 

your Batch Operation.  

 
 

Note: If you’re doing a batch update on a large amount of data, you can navigate away from the batch 

operations page, and it will continue to run as you perform other tasks.  
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Similarly,to the Entities and Relationships areas, the Enterprise area is managed by your Customer 

Success Manager or the Customer Success team.  

This is where we can really customise your system to suit your needs.  

 

1. Enterprise Name: This is the name that will appear on your login page. Please note, requesting a 

change to this may take some time, as it needs a scheduled Development Deploy to become 

effective.  

2. License Type: This is usually set to ‘Paid’ and indicates the type of License you have.  

3. Time Zone: This is the Enterprise default Time Zone. Projects have their own Time Zones, but if 

there is a conflict, the record/report will default to this Time Zone.  

4. Culture: This refers to the format of your date/times. For example, 25/12/21 vs 12/25/21.  

5. Search Engine: Shows CM’s Support team and your Customer Success Manager the technology 

your system uses.  
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6. Enterprise Logo: We can enter any logo of your choice to sit beside the CM logo in the top left-

hand corner of the screen. We recommend small transparent logos in .png format.  

7. Enterprise Favicon: We can enter a small icon to sit in the tab of your browser.  

8. Nav-Bar Colour: We can customise the colour of the navigation bar at the top of the screen to 

match your organisation’s colour scheme.  

9. Mapbox API: Mapbox is the technology we use to power our Mapping features. If you have an 

existing Mapbox account, we can link that account to your CM to utilise your custom maps. 

There are several features of your CM4 system that can be turned on or off depending on your 

organisation’s needs. This list of features will continue to grow as we add more features to the system. 

When setting up your system, your Customer Success Manager will automatically activate them for you, 

but we can arrange to turn any of the below off if you’d prefer. 

Batch Operations 

CM’s batch tool allows you to alter mass amounts of data simultaneously. You can find more information 

on this feature further on in this User Guide. 

Comms 

The Communication tool allows Users to send SMS’ or Emails to a large number of Stakeholders and/or 

Users. You can find more information on this feature in our General User Guide 

Inbound Email 

This feature allows Users to send their emails with Stakeholders directly into the system. You can find 

more information on this feature in our General User Guide.  

Import 

Importing is a feature which allows Team Leaders and EAs to quickly and easily add bulk amounts of data 

into the system. You can find more information on how to import in this guide.  

Reorder 

This feature allows EAs to reorder fields on Entities, as described in the Entities and Relationships section 

of this guide. 

History Search 

History Search allows Users to look at a record and view its history. This is where you can see what’s been 

updated, by who, and when.  

Mobile Settings are where you can personalise your organisation’s view of data when viewing it in the 

search grid on a mobile device. This is useful for organisations who have teams mainly accessing and 

entering data via their mobile device. This will allow them to view relevant data without even opening a 

profile. 
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Hint: On your mobile device we recommend using Chrome.  

The below example has the Stakeholder’s First name, Last name, Home Number, Mobile, Email, and 

Suburb customised to appear.  

 

Please contact your Customer Success Manager or Customer Success at 

customersuccess@consultationmanager.com to have these settings customised, or for more information.  

Note: Due to space restrictions, only the first 6 selected fields per Entity will appear in the mobile search 

grid. If no fields are selected, the system will default to showing the first 6.  

Entity Extra Settings also pertain to mobile use of your CM4 system. When a User opens a profile with an 

email or phone number, they will have the option to use those contacts on their phone.  

After the interaction has been completed and they go back into CM4, a text box will appear for them to 

put in details of their conversation. The Entity Extra Settings is where you can select which field those 

details go into.   

  

  

mailto:customersuccess@consultationmanager.com
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Please contact your Customer Success Manager or the Customer Success team at 

customersuccess@consultationmanager.com for more information. 

 

It’s important for everyone on your team to understand the basic data entry criteria so that your 

organisation and its data can remain protected and secure. 

To that end it is vital that everyone remember to ensure that all information and files that are uploaded 

into CM: 

1. do not infringe the copyright of another person or organisation, and do not infringe any other 

industrial or intellectual property rights, or privacy rights, of another person or organisation 

2. are not defamatory, offensive, or obscene 

3. are not misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive 

4. are not illegal.  

Anyone who contravenes this is in breach of our terms and conditions. 

It is also important to remember that anyone with access to your username and password may access 

your profile and your client information, which is a breach of our terms and conditions. 

Our dedicated Support team is always happy to assist with any technical questions or issues. We can be 

contacted during business hours, Monday – Friday, on a variety of channels:  

 Email:  support@consultationmanager.com 

 Live 

Chat:  
http://consultationmanager.com/ 

 Phone:  1300 850 058 

 Self 

Help:  
http://vnsupport.consultationmanager.com.au/support/home 
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